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Stream Realty Partners (14)

Available Data Centers (8)

Delivered Data Center Developments (17)

CALIFORNIA
6 data centers
47.5 MW
433,470 SF

ARIZONA
1 data center campus
440 MW
3,000,000 SF

TEXAS
12 data centers
232 MW
2,200,000 SF

COLORADO
1 data center
1.125 MW
29,500 SF

MINNESOTA
2 data centers
12 MW
131,675 SF

ILLINOIS
2 data centers
47 MW
353,413 SF

VIRGINIA
1 data center campus
80+ MW
240,000 SF
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Procuring, Deploying 
and Operating Data 
Center Capacity Should 
Be a Great Experience.
With Stream Data Centers, it is. We proactively invest in great 

people and great facilities in the right markets, so you have 

capacity when and where you need it. From beginning to end, 

the experience is collaborative; we listen, we don’t dictate. And 

with a broad spectrum of solutions, we’ll configure the unique 

infrastructure solution you need to succeed.

MW and SF figures above include commissioned and planned capacity. Information is current as of 2Q 2022.

Since 1999, Stream Data Centers has built and operated world-class facilities for 
some of the largest and most sophisticated companies.
Stream Data Centers is a subsidiary of Stream Realty Partners, a full service commercial real estate investment, development 

and services company. The combined Stream portfolio of 250+ million square feet of commercial properties and 1,100+ real 

estate professionals, give us outstanding market insight and reach.

https://www.streamdatacenters.com/
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90% of our data center capacity is leased  
to Fortune 100 customers. 

THEY CHOOSE US BECAUSE:

Working with Stream is a great experience.
Whether you’re looking for move-in-ready capacity or a data center development partner, you’ll 

find that working with Stream Data Centers is a great experience. We value our relationship with 

you above all, which shows from the very beginning to the end.

It’s a truly collaborative process — participative,  
not prescriptive.
You know what you need. Our role is to deliver it. We’ll conform to you, but we’re participative — 

we also bring to the table our deep expertise serving the complex needs of other sophisticated 

customers. Bring us your toughest challenge, and let’s collaborate to solve it.

Our people are some of the best designers, builders and 
operators in the business.
It’s the people that determine the experience, the quality of the design, and the reliability of the 

operations, and our people are the best. We’re real estate professionals and technical experts 

with deep experience building and operating data centers for customers like you.

We have turnkey capacity ready to deploy.
Speed-to-market is a buzzword anyone can tout. Stream actually delivers. We speculatively 

develop data centers in markets where we predict future demand — so you can deploy where 

you need capacity, when you need it. At the same time, we’re flexible to customize to suit  

your requirements.

Customers trust us because we deliver.
Of course Stream delivers on the usual data center “table stakes,” along with a great experience 

with great people, speed to market, collaboration and adaptability. These are reasons the most 

sophisticated companies in the world choose Stream. We’ve proven our operational expertise 

and facility reliability, as well as our organizational and financial stability for decades now.

Being part of one of the nation’s most successful real estate 
firms gives us outstanding market insight and reach.
Stream Data Centers is a subsidiary of Stream Realty Partners, a full-service commercial real 

estate investment, development and services company with $5.8 billion in annual transactions 

and over 250 million square feet of commercial space leased or managed.

https://www.streamdatacenters.com/
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FULLY COMMISSIONED DATA CENTERS OR  
READY-TO-FIT™ POWERED SHELLS

Partner with Stream for the development of a fully commissioned 

facility to leverage our experience and expertise from site selection 

through construction and commissioning. Powered shells — hardened, 

expandable facilities with readily available power — put more 

development control in your hands. Both support rapid deployment.

LOCATED WHEREVER YOU NEED DATA CENTER 
CAPACITY

Your fully commissioned data center or powered shell could be 

adjacent to one of our existing data centers. Or it could be in any other 

location you need capacity. Developing data centers since 1999, we’ve 

built an impressive development track record in markets from coast to 

coast.

WITH FLEXIBLE OPERATIONS AND SECURITY 
ENGAGEMENTS

Stream can operate the facility on your behalf or turn it over to you 

once construction is complete. In several cases, we oversee some 

aspects of facility operations while our customer oversees others.

Energy Procurement Services
With the right energy procurement partner, you can mitigate the risk 

of price hikes and power disruption, achieve your sustainability goals 

and optimize energy spend. With one of the industry’s best energy 

teams, Stream is that partner, demystifying energy procurement and 

bringing transparency to a process that is too often one-sided.

Whether you need a supportive partner for renewable energy options 

in particular markets, for example, or a consultative partner to help 

define your requirements and craft the best-fit strategy to match, we 

bring to the table a well-crafted strategy based on several decades of 

experience with customers like you — then we modify it as necessary 

to specifically suit your needs.

Adaptable Turnkey Colocation
Stream invests in your success by proactively building data centers 

in locations where TCO can be optimized, the risk is low, network 

connectivity is robust and sustainability is easily achievable.

• Rapid deployment in the markets you need to be

• Footprint, density, electric topology, rack height, power delivery, 

network configuration — all adaptable

• 99.9999% uptime SLA (100% uptime delivered) without costly 

and complex over-engineering

• Carrier-neutral and cloud-connected with cross-connects at  

no added cost

• Energy-efficient and water-efficient design

DATA CENTER CAPACITY YOU CAN DEPLOY TODAY

Some colocation providers buy a parcel or erect an empty shell and 

advertise it as a data center. Not Stream. Here, turnkey capacity 

is move-in ready. We invest in advance, so you have immediately 

available capacity when and where you need it to keep pace with your 

growth drivers. Visit streamdatacenters.com to explore the locations 

where we have capacity currently available.

CUSTOMIZABLE TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE 
REQUIREMENTS

Stream designs for flexibility. We’ll dig in with you to understand your 

growth drivers and explore the best fit solution when we first engage. 

We conform to you rather than you conform to us. If you’re looking for 

a colocation provider whose answer to “Could we modify…?” is never 

“No,” but “Let’s explore,” — then let’s have a conversation.

Data Center Development
From greenfield builds to next-gen renovations of existing facilities, 

Stream’s data center development experience is unmatched in  

the industry. 

• Proven site selection methodology

• Proven development strategies

• Industry-leading team and supply chain

• Speed-driven development approach

• Adaptable customer-centric design

• Optimum construction standards

Innovating mission  −critical infrastructure for over 
two decades, we’ve developed a portfolio of solutions 
specifically designed to meet the complex needs of 
enterprises and hyperscalers.

https://www.streamdatacenters.com/


Stream’s infrastructure solutions make success easier to  
achieve because they’re as fast, flexible, resilient, connected  
and sustainable as you need.

Join the other world-class enterprises and 
hyperscalers whose success Stream Data Centers 
enables. Contact us or schedule a tour today.

Stream Data Centers

2001 Ross Ave #400

Dallas, TX 75201

866.301.0901

streamdatacenters.com/contact-sdc/

   

Speed to market
Even developing a facility from the ground up, we 

are committed to moving fast. Our team members 

are empowered to make quick, informed decisions to 

expedite delivery.

Flexibility
With Stream’s scalable design, as fast as technology 

changes, your data center will keep pace. Deploy just 

what you need on Day One and expand in the future 

by growing your footprint or increasing rack density.

Resiliency
We ensure resiliency without over-engineering; our 

current generation of data centers has the lowest per 

megawatt cost in our history and also meets IEEE 

standards for delivering 99.9999 percent (six 9s) uptime. 
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Connectivity
Stream chooses strategic locations with connectivity to a 

mix of carrier types offering both lit and dark fiber services. 

Our facilities are carrier-neutral, and we don’t charge for 

cross-connects like many providers do.

Sustainability
We maintain a strong focus on energy- and water-efficient 

design, construction and operations. And our energy 

procurement services can help you reach your renewable 

energy benchmarks while optimizing TCO.

ESG
As one of the most successful commercial real estate firms 

in the country, Stream’s mission drives environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) considerations and actions 

that support the communities and environments 

they impact, while engaging a wide range of diverse 

perspectives for the advancement employees. 


